Change in neuronal excitability in hippocampal sections of rats isolated after the destruction of the medial septal area.
The influence of chronic destruction of the medial septal area (MSA) on focal potentials (FP) of field CA1 evoked by stimulation of Schaffer collaterals was studied in experiments on viable sections of the hippocampus of rats. The preparation, incubation, and pickup of FP of the sections of the control and experimental groups were carried out in identical conditions using traditional methods. The amplitude-temporal of population EPSP and population spikes, their interdependence, and their dependence on the strength of the stimulating current were assessed using automated data analysis. It was demonstrated that coagulation of the MSA is accompanied by an increase in the excitability of neuronal complexes of the lateral portion of field CA1 which is manifested by the generation of multiple rhythmic discharges and the development of spike activity of the cells at a lower intensity of the synaptic inflow. It is hypothesized that destruction of the MSA leads to a relative attenuation of inhibitory control in the neuronal systems of field CA1, the elements of which are depolarized with anomalous synchronicity and generate rhythmic impulse trains.